
Day Four and it's 'D' Day -yep... DESIGN DAY! 

 

Now that you’ve got your Mood / Design board, it’s time to start to create your design! 

Now - I’m going into more detail on today’s Facebook Live as I work on my own design 

so you don’t want to miss this one.  

 

But I wanted to give you the high level here if you want to get cracking before then! 

So ... here's how to start... take your initial photograph and print it out in Black and White 

but – here’s the trick – print a good number on one page!  

 

Depending on the size of the image, see how many will fit and still be workable to draw 

on, but not so big you spend a long time on each (somewhere between 6-12 to fill an A4 

sheet).  

 

The proportions are spot on when using a photo which means it's so much easier to plan 

the layout and, even better, you effectively have a guide for when you come to apply it 

and what goes where! 

 

And having many images means you don't over labour your design trying to perfect it!  

Now take your pens, pencils, pastels, paints – even the actual paint you want to use! - 

and start to work onto the images.  

 

You could start with any bits you DO know first. Are the legs going to be black... the 

sides green, a wash over the whole piece so it's a different colour completely?  

 

To start on a specific design... it's about looking at your inspiration and then making 

marks, scribbling shapes, lines, blocks etc over the images of your and trying ideas out.  

If they don't look right, fine, move on to the next one. Treat it like doodling. Doodle one, 

and move on. Don’t be afraid to make a mess or mistakes – there is no such thing. It's all 

part of developing things! 

 

Scott Adams said, “Creativity is allowing yourself to make mistakes. Art is knowing which 

ones to keep.” How good is that saying?!  

 

You have to let yourself go to be creative. Make 'mistakes' as that's where you find the 

good stuff.  

 

Don’t think about the HOW right now either – that can block the creative flow for sure. 

In fact, don't think - just look and listen out for the 'Oh yeahhhh' when something feels 

good  

 

Then try it out again on the next image. You'll find little elements you like that you can 

return to if you just go with it. 

 



If you have access to a graphics package such as Photoshop or Procreate this is where 

you can import the photo and start to work on it directly if you like. 

 

Remember this is about being authentic and following what you love (which is actually 

going to make your design stand out from the crowd!) so trust YOUR instinct.  
 


